
Dear Sir or Madam, 

 

Scottish Ballet welcomes the creation of a Scottish BBC channel and we are excited by the 

description of the new channel as ‘bold, creative and ambitious’. We are also heartened to 

read that the content will include arts coverage and we hope that this will include information 

on the vibrant and dynamic performances, exhibitions, festivals and other events happening 

across the country but also creative programmes that present art directly (live performance 

captures, studio recordings and others). 

 

Commissioning these Scottish arts programmes would present many advantages for Scottish 

audiences, the cultural industry and the broadcasting sector as a whole. 

- Scottish audiences’ awareness of Scotland's rich cultural offer would increase, helping 

to build audiences and broaden community engagement with the arts (with all the 

mental and physical health benefits linked to arts attendance and participation).  

- Scotland also has very remote and vast regional communities that often miss out on 

engagement with live Scottish artforms – particularly the large ones like ballet, opera, 

symphony – that are regularly presented in the main Scottish cities. This new channel 

is another way to assist to bridge the gap between metropolitan and rural engagement 

with Scottish arts. 

- A significant increase in Scottish produced arts programmes would show future 

generations that developing a career in the arts is possible within Scotland, as the 

work of Scottish based dancers, performers, writers, technicians, etc. would be more 

visible, thus helping to keep talent and skills within Scotland. 

- It would create content that could be broadcasted on BBC4, BBC Arts online and 

others further expanding the reach of the vibrant Scottish arts scene. 

- It would help increase the skill base of Scottish based TV directors and technicians 

(particularly around filming live dance performances). 

 

Please find attached the Data Protection form. 

 

Do not hesitate to contact me if you need any additional information. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Charlotte Gross 

HEAD OF SALES & MARKETING 

 

SCOTTISH BALLET, 

25 ALBERT DRIVE, 

GLASGOW G41 2PE 

D: +44 (0) 141 331 6293 

T: +44 (0) 141 331 2931 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/scottishballet
https://www.facebook.com/scottishballethq
https://www.youtube.com/user/scottishballet
https://www.instagram.com/scottishballet/
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